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cloudless sky?
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Motivations
❖ The Dark Energy Survey (DES) consists of!

❖ WIDE survey in grizY of 5000 deg2 covered 10x90s per filter over 5 
years!

❖ SUPERNOVA survey of ~weekly imaging in griz of 10 fields 
covering 30 deg2.!

❖ Consistent photometry - measuring the same magnitude for a source no 
matter when or where in the survey it is observed - is critical to many survey 
goals, esp. galaxy clustering, photo-z’s, and SN cosmology.!

❖ State of the art for large surveys: 10-20 mmag for SDSS 
“ubercal” (Padmanabhan et al 2008),  8-12 mmag for PanStarrs 3pi 
survey (Magnier et al 2013).

Can we do better? How?
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Calibration steps

1.Get the same flux for a source across the focal plane of a 
given exposure (“detrending”)!

2.Get the same flux for sources observed in different 
exposures across the full time/angle span of survey 
(“global calibration”)!

3.Extend 1 & 2 to include sources of arbitrary (but known) 
spectral shape (“color calibration”)!

4.Place flux scale into physical units (“absolute calibration”)
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Detrending model
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Assuming here that we have already estimated the count rate by removing bias, correcting!
detector nonlinearities, and subtracting sky background:



Detrending model
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Our task:

❖ Determine the reference flat r giving response to a standard-
spectrum star vs array position and time.  Split into r=rinst rexpo !

❖ Instrument term is fixed in time (for each season) !

❖ Exposure term has only mild spatial dependence (constant, 
linear, or quadratic across entire array).!

❖ Determine the color correction for non-standard-spectrum 
objects, requiring either many observations of such objects, or 
knowledge of instrument spectral response.
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The instrument response
❖ The dome flat differs from the reference flat because:!

❖ It does not have reference spectrum!

❖ Illumination of pupil is slightly different!

❖ Contains scattered light!

❖ Mixes pixel-area and QE terms!

❖ The dome flat is a good first approximation but we need to 
disentangle above effects to reach <=20 mmag RMS.  What 
other information do we have?
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A typical dome flat from DECam
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A typical dome flat from DECam
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Astrometric residuals: A. Plazas
Most of the structure in dome flats at scales 1”-10’ is pixel-scale variation!



Rings in dome flats nearly perfectly predict annular astrometric 
displacements
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...and then we can compare the prediction to the measurements: 

Relation to Astrometry 

From Plazas et al. arXiv:1403.6127

Prediction from dome flat
Observed astrometric residuals
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The right way to calibrate camera’s response to focussed starlight

…is to measure the signals from focussed stars! 
❖ Star Flats are maps of stellar response 

constructed by forcing signals from 
each star to agree for exposures on 
many parts of the focal plane.!

❖ Easy to obtain >10,000 high-S/N stellar 
mags per DECam exposure.!

❖ Standard DECam sequence of ~20 
exposures dithered by up to FOV taken 
every 2-3 months in each filter and 
solved for camera’s stellar response 
after normalization by a dome flat. 
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Star flats: large scale

+4%-4%
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Star flats: color terms

+0.005-0.025
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Precision after star-flattening
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Residuals after star flattening
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Small-scale structure in flats is also mostly pixel-size variation

g: 0.63% RMS r: 0.62% RMS i: 0.60% RMS z: 0.47% RMS Y: 0.43% RMS

These pixel-area variations are not corrected by star flats, might contribute ~1 mmag 
RMS.
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Are mag errors coherent?
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<1 mmag correlated errors!
on scales >10” in griz!

2-point correlation function of mag residuals for bright stars

magerr<3 mmag



What’s with Y band?

18Avg mag residuals vs CCD posn



What’s with Y band?

18Avg mag residuals vs CCD posn DECam CCD mount (J. Estrada)



Fainter stars have higher correlations, 
probably sky estimation errors.
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5 mmag<magerr<10 mmag



Response stability: hours
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These plots show the large-scale RMS variation of stellar mags on each exposure of star flats.

2012/12/23

1 mmag

2013/02/21 2013/11/15

2015/02/042014/08/072014/01/18

Some “cloudless” nights have several-mmag patchy extinction variation! 

RASICAM video for 20140807

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=YyNaeakGlKw


“Patchy” nights
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The 2 nights (of ~10) showing spatial response variation >1 mmag show no 
signs of clouds on the RASICAM all-sky thermal-IR cloud monitor!

2014/08/07

RASICAM video for 20140807

2014/01/18

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=YyNaeakGlKw


“Patchy” nights
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The 2 nights (of ~10) showing spatial response variation >1 mmag show no 
signs of clouds on the RASICAM all-sky thermal-IR cloud monitor!

2014/08/07

RASICAM video for 20140807

2014/01/18

Letting “exposure solution” have quadratic variation across FOV eliminate most of RMS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=YyNaeakGlKw


Response stability: days/months

The sky pattern is stable to <0.1%… while the dome pattern changes +-0.3%!
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The dome flats are not a good way to measure long-term changes in response.



Photometric response changes few mmag over months
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What varies over months but is wavelength-independent and coherent across CCDs??



Response stability using the stars in SN fields

❖ Supernova survey is great place to monitor the stability of the 
instrument over weeks/months.!

❖ SN fields use essentially the same pointing for every epoch, 
making it easy to track variation in response vs array position.!

❖ Processed all of Y1 data for SN X3 field using a fixed dome 
flat and star flat.!

❖ Subtract mean of all measures for each star to get residuals, 
and fit quadratic function of sky position to residuals in each 
exposure.
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Response stability using the stars in SN fields
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Both linear (left) and quadratic (right) coefficients of response variation show 
smooth drift with time, with a jump in early December 2013.
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Global calibration
❖ Conclude that on any clear night, we can calibrate across FOV with 

accuracy of ~1 mmag, as long as we allow separate mag zeropoint (or 
linear/quadratic function) for each exposure.!

❖ The Global calibration challenge is to tie all the exposures onto one system.!

❖ The traditional method: !

❖ observe standard stars each night; !

❖ derive zeropoints for each exposure!

❖ if zeropoints follow constant + k*(airmass), it’s a photometric night.!

❖ Apply zeropoints to all exposures for that night.
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Zeropoint drifts in SN field X3

❖ zp varies by ~10 mmag with ~1 hr on many cloudless nights.!

❖ Shouldn’t expect standards transfer to yield zeropoints any better than this!
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Global calibration: modern versions

❖ Enforce internal consistency of 
multiple measurements of the same 
star, solve for zeropoints of each 
exposure.!

❖ SDSS “ubercal” is limited by minimal 
exposure overlap in the SDSS survey.!

❖ DES survey strategy is heavily 
interlaced to make internal 
calibration powerful.
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Global calibration “drift”
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“Photometric prior” to damp drift
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If these pairs of points were taken on the same photometric!
night, we have prior expectation they have same zp

Combination of internal consistency constraints and demanding similar zp’s for exposures!
close in time can constrain the system (up to an overall shift = absolute calibration)!

as long as the observing on photometric nights is not localized.!
Can this extend our mmag nightly precision to full season?  Stay tuned, still in progress!
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Color calibration
❖ Color calibration requires that we understand the time/angle variation of the detection bandpass.  

Following proposals by Stubbs & Tonry, this is divided into two parts, using auxiliary equipment 
described in forthcoming papers from J. Marshall and T. Li:!

❖ Instrument bandpass varies across FOV but has no measurable change in time.  Measured using the 
DECal narrowband dome illumination system.!

❖ Atmospheric bandpass is (nearly) constant across FOV, varies in time as modelled by atmospheric 
transmission model.  The ATMCam determines 4 relevant atmospheric parameters by continuous 
monitoring of bright stars in custom narrow bands:!

❖ Precipitable water vapor (also monitored by dual-band GPS)!

❖ Atmospheric aerosol optical depth!

❖ Atmospheric aerosol spectral index!

❖ Grey extinction component (actually determined by the Global Cal process)!

❖ An even better scheme: conduct Global Calibration using priors on atmospheric model for each evening 
derived from ATMCam and other monitors, instead of just a prior on zeropoint agreement.  This will 
combine all sources of information into the best global response model (cf. D. Burke)
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DECal
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Fig. 1.— Schematic drawing of the DECal system.
The monochromator is located in the XXXCoude
room of the Blanco dome, one floor below the ob-
serving floor. The fiber bundle that carries light
from the monochromator to the top ring of the
telescope measure 100m in length. Projection op-
tics ensure uniform illumination of the flat field
screen by the monochromatic light. An échelle
spectrograph measures and records the wavelength
of light projected onto the screen for each DECam
exposure.

Fig. 2.— Photograph of the DECal optical bench,
showing the monochromator, light sources, spec-
trometer, and attachment to the fiber bundle.

1 2 3 4 All 

Fig. 3.— The DECal fiber bundle input slit.
This figure shows the mapping of the five output
branches on the input slit. The four images on the
left were taken while shining light in three out of
the four main output fiber bundles. The 5th pic-
ture labeled “All” was taken with all the fiber bun-
dles illuminated except for the three wavelength
sampling fibers that feed the spectrograph.

Figure 4. Left: illumination pattern from the 4 fibers projected on the flat field screen. Right: a horizontal cross-section of 
the light pattern.

Fig. 4.— Left: ZEMAX model of the illumination
pattern from the four fibers projected on the flat
field screen. Right: a horizontal cross-section of
the expected light pattern.
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Fig. 8.— A DECal scan of the cut-on and cut-
o↵ edges of each DECam filter. The data were
measured using a bandwidth of 2 nm and a step-
size of 2 nm. The curves on each filter represent
the average value of all pixels in the DECam focal
plane within the central 10% of the focal plane and
within annuli of 10–30%, 30–60%, and 60-100% of
the focal plane. The structure induced on the fo-
cal plane by the cut-on and cut-o↵ edges of the
filters is visible.

Fig. 9.— XXX Need to make figure showing evo-
lution of filter bandpasses with time.
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Red & blue edges of i-band filter at 
different field radii, measured in situ 

by DECal.

From Marshall et al:



Summary
❖ With care to distinguish pixel-area variation and scattered light from true efficiency 

variation using “star flat”observations, we can calibrate the focal plane to 2 mmag RMS 
accuracy, <1 mmag correlated errors over the span of a few hours.!

❖ Even on cloudless evenings, atmospheric transmission can very >10 mmag between 
exposures and several mmag across the FOV of a single exposure.  So we’ll need free 
parameters per exposure, not just per night.!

❖ Instrument response pattern drifts over time by several mmag, mostly smooth & trackable.!

❖ Combining internal calibrations with prior expectation that the atmosphere is stable on the 
best nights will give much improved global matching of exposures onto a common system.  
Results TBD but prospects for <1% are excellent.  DES survey strategy is well suited to this.!

❖ Atmospheric model + narrowband flatfields give sufficient info on spectral response 
variation to allow homogenization of survey fluxes for any hypothesized spectral shape - 
results also TBD, but especially important for SN cosmology.
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“Classical” nonlinearity

❖ Tests from dome flats of varying exposure time, analysis by Huan Lin!
❖ All amps have high-light-level nonlinearity consistent with quadratic 

response term!
❖ No evidence of change from continued monitoring!
❖ Easily fixed by remapping ADU’s after bias subtraction.
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Brighter-fatter effect
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Figure 4. Computation of field lines for the E2V CCD 250 geometry, with (red) and without (black) a 50 ke
charge positionned at the bottom right (red spot). An electron drifting along the arrow drawn at the top
of the picture goes either left or right depending on the presence of the charge, which illustrates that the
rightmost pixel shrinks when storing more charge than its neighbor. The stored charge also shifts farther
pixel boundaries. Note that we have only drawn the CCD collection area, and the total device thickness is
100 µm rather than the bottom 20 µm drawn on the vertical axis.

potential of a charge between equipotential planes and added it to the potential created by the
voltages applied to the sensor. We can then evaluate how drift lines are altered when some charge
is stored in the CCD. We illustrate in figure 4 how some charge added in the CCD alters drift
lines. From these alterations, we can derive both the brighter-fatter effect and pixel correlations in
flat-fields.

Our crude simulation only has one adjustable parameter: the distance between the gate plane
(which has imposed potentials) and the charge stored in a pixel. This distance is often referred to
as the depth of the buried channel. We have found a fair match between our simulations and the
data from the E2V CCD250 for a distance of 2.5 µm. The comparison of anticipated and measured
effects is displayed in figure 5. The fact that the same simulated setup can reproduce the observed
slope of the brighter-fatter effect and the observed scale of correlations constitutes an encouraging
indication that Coulomb forces are the possible common and dominant cause of both effects.

From these simulations, we were able to evaluate that the alterations of drift trajectories mostly
happen in the last microns above the clock stripes (see fig. 4), for a variety of geometries and
voltage values. Because this very last part of the electron drift is experienced by all electrons, irre-
spective of the photon conversion depth, this Coulomb force ansatz naturally explains the observed
achromaticity of correlations.

Note that when comparing electrostatic simulations to real data, one has to account for the
fact that real images depict the final state of the charge distribution in the CCD, but the collection

– 6 –

Figure from Antilogus et al, arXiv 1402.0725

Charge collected 
in this pixel…
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Figure from Antilogus et al, arXiv 1402.0725

Charge collected 
in this pixel…

Repels further 
charge…

Shifts pixel 
boundary.
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B/F behavior
❖ Object sizes (and shapes) depend on flux!

❖ Image is quadratic function of illumination: charge shifts are the image 
convolved with some kernel.!

❖ Pixel-size changes are manifested as noise covariances in flat fields, 
which can be measured to constrain the kernel (but still need to make 
some guesses to solve).!

❖ Caused standard gain estimates to be wrong by ~10%!!

❖ If you know the kernel, you can revert the effect on the image to good 
accuracy.!

❖ Likely to be present on all CCD cameras, other integrating detectors too?
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DECam’s B/F
❖ Characterized by Daniel Gruen 

et al. (arXiv 1501.02802)!

❖ Stars near saturation lose 2% of 
their signal in central pixel.!

❖ Nearly independent of 
wavelength!

❖ Same effect on both amps, 
amplitude varies between CCDs!

❖ No sign of change with time!

❖ Correction reduces effect on 
stars by ~10x

settings m[10−2] c1[10−3] p1
1[10−2] p2

2[10−2]

fiducial 2.4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.7

FHWMPSF = 0.7′′ 1.7 -0.5 -0.4 -0.5

FHWMPSF = 1.1′′ 3.1 -0.5 -0.8 -0.9

FHWMgal = 0.3′′ 6.9 -1.4 -1.7 -2.0

FHWMgal = 0.7′′ 1.1 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3

2000 e− background 2.2 -0.5 -0.6 -0.7

symmetric aT
i j := aR

ji 2.5 0.0 -0.6 -0.7

corrected out to ∆ = 5 only 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

corrected with flat-field degenerate model 0.0 -0.2 0.0 0.0

corrected neglecting interpolation -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0

Table 1. Shape biases due to charge self-interaction in DECam as determined from image simulations.

Multiplicative biases m, additive biases c and PSF leakage p, defined as in Eqn. 4.4, are measured with

fiducial settings (see text in Section 4), and the described differences in parameters. Note that biases of

approximately |m| > 0.1× 10−2, |c| > 0.3× 10−3 and |p| > 0.3× 10−2 are problematic for a hypothetical

deep all-sky lensing survey. For DES, requirements are less stringent but clearly exceeded by the observed

multiplicative bias. We always find m = m1 ≈ m2, c2 ≈ 0 and p1
2 ≈ p2

1 ≈ 0 and omit these from the table.

Figure 10. Difference image of normalized PSF as measured from stars at FLUX_MAX of 20000 and 5000

ADU. Left: without correction, the brighter/fatter effect shows as a flux deficit in the central 9 pixels that

is compensated by excess charge on an annulus at ≈2-4 pix radius. Right: after applying the charge shift

correction.

at each of the flux levels, ensuring that we only use frames where the number of stars in each

FLUX_MAX bin is sufficient to fit a bilinear model of the spatial variation of the PSF that we

always evaluate at the chip center position.

Fig. 10 shows a difference image of the FLUX_MAX ≈ 5000 and 20000 star profile before and
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Figure 5. Left: Test for time stability of flat field covariances for DECam chip N1. Shown are measurements

in flat frames of each month of the DES season of the covariance at lag (1,1) (red and green for amplifier

A and B, respectively) and (1,−1) (magenta and blue). The four measurements are offset on the time axis

for readability. No significant time variability is observed. Right: Wavelength dependence of pixel-to-

pixel covariances as measured in DECam g, r, i, z, and Y flat field images. Measurements are plotted at

the respective central wavelength for lags (1,0) (solid symbols), (1,1) (crosses) and (0,1) (open symbols).

Intervals of ±10% around the r band measurements we use to fix the parameters of the model are indicated

by dashed lines.

there is a floor of covariance below Cov < 0.01, which could be due to a small correlation of

noise in the signal chain or a low-level non-linearity. At larger levels, correlations rise more

quickly than predicted, potentially due to saturation and charge transfer effects. In the range

of 2 . . .15 s exposure time, however, the Cov ∝ µ2 scaling describes the measurements well.

Likewise, measured gain is predicted by the model as linearly increasing with count level.

Gain measurements in flats of ≈20 s exposure time overestimate the true gain by ≈10 % and

we correct the gains used in the DES data management system [8, 25] for this effect.

Wavelength dependence

A14 found the noise correlations to be achromatic for the e2v-250 CCD run with nominal voltage

configuration. This is in line with an effect that acts on the charges primarily in the last few µm of

their drift path and therefore is almost independent of conversion depth. We measure covariances

on g, i, z, and Y band flats from 20 nights to test for a potential wavelength dependence. Results

for the three innermost lags, averaged over all 59 chips, are shown in the right panel of Fig. 5. Both

g and i measurements are consistent with the r band baseline model within 10%. For the (0,1) lag,

the increase from g to Y band is at the 40% level between the g and Y band. In (1,0) and (1,1)

there are indications of an increasing trend, although at a weaker level.

Time stability

We also test our measurements for time stability (cf. Fig 5, left panel) by binning the measurements
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PSF @20k ADU peak minus PSF @5k ADU peak

Before correction After correction

N1 B/F strength vs time …vs wavelength
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